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IGT Sustainability Strategy

Valuing
our People

Advancing
Responsibility

Supporting
Communities

Fostering
Sustainable
Operations

We promote equal
opportunity and offer
health and well-being
initiatives.

We have a
long-standing
commitment to player
protection through
relationship with
customers, regulators
and advocacy groups.

We support non-profit
partnerships and
sponsorships that create
value, education and
livelihood for local
communities where we
operate.

We promote responsible
behaviors along the
supply chain and honor
environmental protection
practices.

We ensure fair-labor
practices and protection
of human rights.
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Responsible Gaming at IGT
IGT’s commitment to Responsible Gaming (RG) reflects our core values. It’s woven
into the fabric of our product development, programs, services, and policies.
Responsible Gaming Goals

Responsible Gaming Program Commitments
Work with appropriate stakeholders on responsible gaming issues to ensure IGT follows
best practices and is aware of current RG research as it relates to our operations

Promote protective tools to
prevent problem gambling

Create internal awareness about RG and provide specific education and training to
relevant employees as it relates to their daily activities
Incorporate RG tools into products and services to minimize potential risks

Support responsible gaming
organizations that address
problem gambling

Ensure IGT’s remote gaming platforms offer operators the ability to monitor players’
behavior and minimize any potential excessive or illegal gaming activities
Ensure all advertising and promotional activities comply with IGT’s RG Code of Principles
Support customers with RG best practices

Prevent underage gambling

Engage with stakeholders to align IGT’s RG strategies with their expectations
Report IGT’s RG activities to key stakeholders
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Credibility within Responsible Gaming

Our Partners

Collaborative

Our Certifications
IGT works with a wide variety of
responsible gaming stakeholders,
including problem gambling
researches, advocacy group, and
trade associations

Responsible

Some of the world's most
respected gaming organizations
have endorsed our commitment
to responsible gaming

B2C Certifications:

B2B Certifications:

IGT Lottery

IGT

WLA - G4 – EL

WLA & G4

Indiana
WLA - NASPL
New Jersey

WLA- NASPL
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What makes up an iLottery System?
Player Front-End

An iLottery solution is typically
comprised of 5 main areas

The content will be built to
localized standards to meet
responsible gaming
requirements
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Content

Back-End Platform

Data and Analytics

iLottery Experts

Each component serves a
dedicated role in providing a
lottery gaming experience to
players online

When it comes to Responsible
Gaming; they each serve an
important role

The player front end will
provide information on
responsible gaming and
provide tools for the player
to managing their gaming
behavior

The backend will have the
necessary behavior capture to
build tools which enhance
responsible gaming

The data and analytics will use
all the data captured from the
player front-end, content and
platform to provide actional
performance indicators that a
lottery can act on

The experts all trained on
responsible gaming and
have the tools available to
them to assist players
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How does iLottery Help
Responsible Gaming?
In the retail channel a very broad picture of a
player exits, with limited information and almost no
ability to provide them with a way to self-exclude.
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In the digital world, our ability to give a tailored
experience to a player, including enhanced
information and features which allow them to make
an informed decision if they need to take a break,
as well as providing the tools right there online to
do that, but also some enforcement when it comes
to managing their behavior responsibly.
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Responsible Gaming Features
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Financial Limits
and Network Limits

Session Limits
and Reality Check

Self-exclusion
and Time Outs

Platform
Bans

Impose a maximum
on the funds which a
player may deposit,
wager, lose or wager
on a specific game
platform within
selected time periods

Impose time
restrictions on a
player’s gaming
session and remind
them how long they
have been playing

Long and short-term
exclusion from
wagering or access to
the system

Temporary or
permanent bans
from specific
gaming platforms
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Limits – Purchase, Deposit, Session

PLAYER

• Each player has their own set of limits
• Limits impose a maximum on the amount that a player may wager,
deposit or play over certain periods of time

• Limits can be set per game play, per day, per week, per month or
per year
• If a player lowers a limit, it takes effect immediately
• If a player increases a limit, a cooling off period applies before the
change becomes active

OPERTATOR

• This is available as a fixed schedule or a rolling schedule,
depending on the regulations
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• Chooses a default and a maximum for each
• Each player’s limits can also be updated within IGT Control
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Network Limits

• A player’s network limits
apply to individual game
platforms rather than the
system as a whole
• Network limits set a
maximum on the amount
that the player can wager on
that game platform

• As with purchase and
deposit limits, each player
can have their own network
limits which can be set daily,
weekly, monthly, or yearly
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Setting Financial and Session Limits on the Player App

Deposit
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Purchase

Session
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SELF EXCLUSION

• A player or operator can self-exclude effectively closing their
account, for a period of at least six months up to a permanent ban

TIME OUT

Self Exclusion and Time Out

• A player or operator can time out a player – a shorter period of
self exclusion between 48 hours and 90 days
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• Any outstanding balance will be returned to the player
• The player may not open another account during the
self-exclusion period
• Once the self-exclusion period has ended, the player must
contact the operator and ask for their account to be reopened
• A further 48 hour cooling off period will follow before the account
is reinstated

• The player will be unable to access their account or place
wagers during this period
• The account will automatically reopen at the end of this period
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Platform Bans

• Players can be banned
from individual game
platforms, categories or
games by an IGT Control
user
• The ban can be
permanent or for a
selected period

• When selected by
duration, temporary bans
can be between one day
and one year
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Thank You!

